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❏ What pushes us to construct any new experiments? What is our physics 

motivation.

❏ Why the SHiP experiment is the one who can help us to find a new physics?

❏ The challenges for SHiP & how we are going to handle with them.

❏ Background and Sensitivities studies to different physics cases.

❏ Where are we now?

Outline
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Physics motivation

What do we have now?

The Standard Model seems to be consistent and may work successfully up to the Planck  
scale.

It explains all experiments dealing with electroweak and strong interactions. 

Is there something what cannot be described by it?

❏ Neutrino oscillations
❏ Dark matter
❏ Baryon asymmetry
❏ ...

If that indications of new physics where must we search for it?

- Energy frontier heavy particles, high energy events

- Intensity frontier light particles, very rare events 
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Physics motivation
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The Standard Model seems to be consistent and may work successfully up to the Planck  
scale.

It explains all experiments dealing with electroweak and strong interactions. 

Is there something what cannot be described by it?

❏ Neutrino oscillations
❏ Dark matter
❏ Baryon asymmetry
❏ ...

If that indications of new physics where must we search for it?

- Energy frontier heavy particles, high energy events

- Intensity frontier light particles, very rare events 

SHiP can give experimental support for different theoretical models, or exclude them
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What can we know about these particles?

❏ Their decay rates must be strongly suppressed compared to Standard Model.
❏ New particles must be long-lived objects.
❏ They should interact weakly with a matter

How can we find them?
Hidden Sector particles can be 
explored by coupling to 
SM particles: Vector Portal,
Scalar Portal, Neutrino Portal,
ALPs, etc. …

What requirements does it put on us experimentally?  

Where to look?

In particular, high rates of  
Heavy Flavour Decays

High intensity beam
Heavy target

Heavy target
Iron stopper to absorb hadrons

Minimize the flux
of SM particles
in the detector

Muon sweeper
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Search for 
Hidden Particles

❏ New beam line in the north area at SPS
❏ Proton beam SPS@400GeV
❏ Possible to deliver 2x1020 PoT in ~5 

years
❏ Operation in parallel with LHC and other 

beam lines at SPS

p @ 400 GeV

SHiP is a proposed intensity-frontier experiment aiming to search for neutral hidden particles 
with mass up to O(10) GeV and weak couplings, down to 10−10 .
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Search for 
Hidden Particles

Target

We need to maximise charm hadrons production 
and to absorb all SM decay products to minimise a 
background →  heavy material thick target →  
titanium-zirconium-molybdenum (TZM) alloy 
followed by tungsten, and water cooled;

Yields for 5 years of running 2x1020 :
ND mesons > 1018 , NB mesons > 1014   

p @ 400 GeV
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Search for 
Hidden Particles

Target

Yields for 5 years of running 2x1020 :
ND mesons > 1018 , NB mesons > 1014  

p @ 400 GeV

Hadron Absorber To stop all secondary 
mesons which were 
produced in the target
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Search for 
Hidden Particles

p @ 400 GeV

Muon Shield To sweep muons 
away from the vicinity 
of detector volume

Expected number of muons:
Without shielding  → 
With shielding  → 
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Search for 
Hidden Particles

Hidden Sector

Decay Volume

Background taggers for any visible particles 
entering or exiting the decay vessel

Vacuum decay vessel to reduce the 
background from neutrino interactions to 
negligible levels ~ 1 mbar

Hidden 

particle 

detector

Timing detector with <100 ps resolution to suppress combinatorial 
background from muons

Muon detector to identify muons with high efficiency in the signal channel 
and separate it from muon and neutrino induced background.

Tracking stations for vertexing and kinematics measurements.

Calorimeters for particle identification
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Backgrounds studies

It is crucial for the experiment to keep under control all four main background types .
Aim for zero background experiment.
Realistic to reach 0.1 expected bkg events for all channels we have been studying
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Neutrino background

The most dangerous background.
Originated in the target neutrinos can 
interact inelastically in the vicinity of the 
decay volume and produce Vs

0

Big sample of neutrino interactions of 
around 5 years of SHiP data taking was 
generated. 
Studies showed that particle 
identification, kinematic cuts and
veto suppress this background
 

Selective sample of 
neutrino interactions 

produced vertices in the 
decay volume (no veto 

tager selection applied) 
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Combinatorial background

Combinatorial background produced by 
random combination of two muons.
Active muon shield reduces muon background 
by 6 orders of magnitude. Basic kinematic and 
topological selection,timing and veto taggers 
allow to suppress this background to the level 
10-4 in 5 years of running
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Deep Inelastic
Scattering

Muons with deep inelastic scatter
in material of the decay volume
producing V0

s

Loose selections on Momentum, IP, DOCA and 
including information from veto detectors

Produced a large sample corresponding to 1/40 
of full SHiP statistics
->  < 10−3 DIS events in SHiP lifetime
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Signal sensitivities

SHiP Preliminary

SHiP Preliminary

SHiP Preliminary
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What is going on now?
Muon spectrum measurement

A reduction of the muon background Monte Carlo spectrum must be validated with  
is crucial for the experiment   real data in the difficult phase-space corners

Charm cross-section measurement

Expected number of produced hidden particles strongly depend on the charm number 
produced in the thick target (both, originated from the

proton interaction and
charm cascade). 

    Dedicated measurement
    with SHiP-like target at SPS

July 2018: ~ 150 fully reconstructed charm -pairs

Testbeam starting this month at 
SPS H4 with 1011 POT 4-25

and replica of SHiP target Mo/W
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Conclusions
❏ SHiP is the newly proposed experiment at SPS of CERN which will use intense beam 

400GeV@SPS, heavy target, muon sweepers, Vacuum Vessel and series of vetos, 

Emulsion Spectrometer and HS spectrometer

❏ SHiP can improve present constraints for several models by orders of magnitudes, 

discover long living very weakly interaction non-SM particles.

❏ Redundant set of detectors to reduce background to zero. 

❏ Test beams imminent to measure muon flux and charm cross-section.
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Backup slides
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Backup slides
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Geometry position 
of fake HNL

MC interaction position
Reconstructed vertex position

Interaction point of event which 
produces HNL candidates with 
secondary daughters

     If make a fiducial volume 5 cm 
away from the walls

3 simulated HNL candidates
( ~  11 events in 5 years)

     If we look on detector 
respond in LiSci  50 cm 

around the vertex

2 simulated HNL candidates
( ~  8 events in 5 years)
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